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*Special Announcement*
The members of The Imaginate greatly appreciate 
all who have submitted and made this magazine 

possible! That is why we will be holding a 
Submitter Party in the Spring Semester for all 

who have submitted to The Imaginate. 
The Party will be a mass Cards Against Humanity 

game. Updates on where and when will be 
viewable on theimaginate.com under the “News” 

tab. 



Walk with me 
Towards the ocean, my friend….

Walk with me to the end
I’m crippled by earth and time

Judgments aside, I’ll need a hand
The universe made her demands

She cradles us in her embrace

Repulsed by her creation
Our race that races to demise

The devil was disguised 
He hides

Among us, he hides
And the time is nigh

Tonight he rides, with his cavalry at side

A massive wave crashes onto the masses
It slashes the pastures 

and the past’s vastness of sadness is dispersed
Into the Universe’s caches 

Energy will fill the sky
When you see me passing by

Always wishing we would die
Detachment present in our eyes

But tonight, tonight we fly

Blue, red, purple streaks
Streak across the sky in unison

Singularity, Clarity

Fire like mind unbound
A cessation of humanity
Gifted universal Nirvana

& opulent entropy 

The Beginning is Near

~Dylan Gano 6



Lonely Passenger
 I felt my body jolt forward. I was propelling down toward the center of 
the earth. As I reached the core, I began burning up. I felt my skin charring; 
I was drenched in sweat. The pressure was building up and I felt my body 
explode from the inside out. Suddenly, I was a series of small dust particles 
floating through the atmosphere. Then, all the pieces of me began to gravitate 
toward the light. But before I could get there, a shock resonated through me 
and my body rematerialized. I couldn’t move my limbs. I saw blurs of color 
flashing around me; I was engulfed by an unbearably annoying sound. I could 
hardly breathe. I closed my eyes again—the sound ceased and everything went 
dark
Tuesday, November 3rd, 11:43 p.m.: I walked toward my bus as it pulled 
up to the curb. It had been a long day and I was somewhat relieved to be the 
only person getting on the empty bus. I began to doze off. I felt my body jolt 
forward…

This Isn’t Heaven, This Isn’t Hell
There’s nothing quite like being stuck in limbo. It’s a desolate place, where not 
much is known and little is understood. Demons are high in number; they’re 
constantly looking for new mechanisms to torture what’s left of the soul. In 
limbo, down is up and up is down; left is right and right is left. Nothing is 
concrete—nothing is certain. Everything is an optical allusion. It seems like 
there’s no way out.
And here I am, forever trapped, until the unknown finally becomes known 
again—until someone lets me out of this cage.

~Breanne Springstead

~Breanne Springstead
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 Happiness Currently Out of Stock

 Mavis sighed as she walked downstairs. Her sister was once again in their 
father’s armchair, oblivious to the maid attending to her. It had been two years since 
their father had died, and the poor girl hadn’t smiled since.
Today, Mavis would change that.
 “Marianne, could you be a dear and tell Rochester to fetch a carriage? I want to 
go to market.”
 Marianne bowed before leaving, allowing Mavis to inspect her sister.
 Diana was pale and frail as always, her lifeless eyes glued to the flames of the 
fireplace. Mavis knelt down and began to scrub her sister’s arm with the soapy cloth 
Marianne had left behind.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
 Mavis had only been partially telling the truth: she was going to market, but 
not one her mother would approve of. The Nightshade Market was at the outskirts 
of town, almost into the Forest of the Fae. According to rumors, there was a small 
bakery that sold teas and pastries laden with any emotion one could name, run by a 
petite woman with a thing for fine wines. Hopefully, a few drinks and some pounds 
later, Diana would be back to her cheerful self.
 “Stay here, please,” Mavis said as the carriage reached a one-story building 
with fading blue paint and a slanted roof that belched smoke from its chimney. She 
allowed herself to be escorted from the carriage, but held up a hand when Rochester 
made to follow her inside the shop. 
 “No need, Rochester,” she stated with a gentle smile as she took the bottle of 
burgundy from him, “I’ll be fine.”
 “But milady, the fae—”
 “I’ll be fine. Trust me,” she insisted, then entered the store before Rochester 
could object.
 The interior of the little shop was better maintained. Pastries labeled with 
personalized cards were boasted under glass covers on wooden tables, while packets 
of tea and bottles of wine lined the shelved walls. In the middle of the room sat a 
dark-haired woman reading the newspaper.
 “E…excuse me?”
 The woman looked up, her look of annoyance replaced by one of warmth. “Ah, 
welcome, welcome! Do sit down, dear!” She gestured to the seat in front of her. “And 
please, crack open that bottle of burgundy!”
 Mavis flinched, words of warning about the magically ‘blessed’ echoing 
through her head. She silenced them and made her way to the offered seat, giving the 
wine bottle to her hostess.
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After a few drinks, the woman inquired, “Now that my thirst is quenched, how may I 
help you?”
 “Would you happen to have a tea or pastry that can infuse one with 
happiness?”
 The woman frowned. “I’m sorry, but I’m afraid we don’t carry that emotion 
currently.”
 Mavis’s fists clenched, but she took a deep breath and let them go. Keeping her 
voice level, she asked, “Do you know when you’ll get some more?”
 The woman’s cold, sardonic laugh sent color and heat into Mavis’s cheeks. 
What an idiotic question! Happiness wasn’t some herb you could hunt for. Mavis 
could feel her eyes burn. Diana would never be cured of her sadness.
 Noticing her companion’s silence, the woman sighed sadly. “I’m sorry, my 
child, but happiness is very hard to come by, especially in this day and age.”
 “I...I understand. I’m sorry for wasting your time.” Mavis rose slowly and 
curtseyed to the woman before leaving the store.
 The woman licked her lips. No, they rarely carried happiness, but sadness was 
very easy to find. The girl’s would make an excellent filling for a tasty turnover, and 
her sister…her sister could keep them in business for months, maybe even years.
 She would have to keep an eye on this Mavis.

~By Lisa Ankrah

~By Eugene 
Zeng
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Morphine

They say it’s like a pinch.
“You’ll feel a pinch” 

I’d always thought that an accurate description.
I can’t hear them over the blood rushing in my ears.

The mysterious, dull yet intense pain in my side.
But I knew what she said from experience.

My arm extended, the dun white skin reveals a slight blue. 
I feel the pinch.

They pull the plunger; blood fills the tube like smoke.
They push the plunger; my mouth fills with seawater,

clean and sterile, thinking for a moment: all wrong. 
Then another push.

A slightly unpleasant thunderclap—
Like the burn of a sudden fear—
radiating quickly into my arms—

and then a stillness.
They told me no one can really explain the feel of morphine.
I admit I had to think on it; I had a lot of time to think on it.

I think I got it right.
“Now you know what it’s like to do heroin”

It works instantaneously.  
I’m not drowning, but I am suspended

in the deep-black dark-blue void.
Like a kind of numb love.
Not particularly exciting.

But nice. 
Just nice. 

~By Alyssa Bauer
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~By Ashley Kunnath 

~By Ashley Kunnath 
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Jane
You there! 
Hear the story of Jane, and remember,
This savior of Man, the last lonely ember,
Of America’s faded fire, the echo of a pyre,
That sputtered and died when Earth was fried,
In nuclear holocaust; a time now lost to us orphans of dead gods.

America was murdered by atoms;
Mushroom clouds which wiped art and law 
From sea to rotting sea.
Her august body dust in the wind of War’s maw;
Carrion bones of a land once free.  

Countless millions lived on, servants to wealthy lords 
who controlled the new state.
Avalon: a vulture from the ashes that 
fed off cruelty, greed, and hate.

Avalon’s rich oppressed the weak,
Tyrants over the starved and diseased.
Yet even they saw revolution might end them,
If they openly did as they pleased.

Thus, they forged the Arena:
A circus of blood to mask their lack of bread.
The Arena promised health and wealth,
So long as you kept your head.

Twenty victories meant one wish granted, 
Plus joining Avalon’s elite.
And unlimited glory –oh, such a story– 
for the nobody who conquered this feat.

In flocked warriors from the wastes and slums,
Soldiers and servants; criminals and kings.
All eager to wage their lives,
For a chance to reap these invaluable things.

And the crowds loved them.

Spectating through damaged screens,
Avalon’s viewers held bated breath.
Favorites were picked, dramas unfolded.
And the poor thought not of hardship or death.
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The fallen filled graves faster than could be dug.
Slain by bullets, blades, explosions, hands.
But the rich knew it was only they who won,
When cheering masses filled stadium stands.

No man could reach twenty victories.
No man could break the tyranny of the rich.
No man could drag the meek out of their misery.
But Jane was no man.

Brave and bold, her emerald stare cold,
Hair that flowed like crimson tides of might.
Her marksmanship steady, sword-hand ready;
A beacon of hope to brighten the night. 

Jane’s gleaming katana was Mercy, 
For with it, she could grant foes a swift end.
And with her roaring revolver Fury,
To Hell her enemies’ souls she’d send.

Her first victory crashed like a bolt of lightning 
cast from beyond the blackened skies.
To watch her work was more than frightening,
For lords whose lives depended on lies. 

Forward she fought, 
Felling rivals who mocked her sex.
Those who remained –their underpants stained– 
swallowed their jeers and gave their respects.

Who was this Heroine of the Arena?
This fearsome avatar of War?
Never mind bread and meat, 
The public was hungry for more.

----
The masters of Avalon sought to end Jane’s rise,
Spawning ancient machines and mutant beasts.
Soulless armor stalked with glowing eyes,
And howling terrors prepared their feasts.

But Jane scrapped the metal predators, 
Ripping cogs and gears from chests of tin.
And after the last monster lay slain in the sand,
Her score was ten fights down, ten left to win. 13



“What do you seek,” inquired fans in awe.
“Spoils? Thrills? An Iron Throne?”
“None of those.” replied Jane, who saw,
Her motive no longer need be her secret alone.

“The Arena offers one wish to a champion,
Avalon’s barons must honor that whim. 
Avalon’s barons enslaved my brother.
When I leave this game, I will leave with him.”

“So it is Freedom, then,” spat Avalon’s lords, 
“Liberty for Jane’s captive kin!
Then Jane must lose. Or her enlightened views,
Will rebirth America and expose our Sin.”

Matches grew relentless, the labors vast. 
Still, the final triumph drew near.
Alas, Avalon’s lords, –craven ‘gods’ of the Arena–
Had one last trial for Jane to clear.

----
At a nefarious Black Tower stood Jane–
Duel an ultimate foe, and her brother she’d gain.
If this Nemesis desired a titanic brawl,
Jane would show how far the mighty could fall.
 
Inside, she found a trail of broken corpses,
Hideous mutants; both beasts and men.
Her enemy was fueled by inhuman forces,
And had rampaged through this miserable den.

She spied her rival’s back from across a hall; 
Eight feet tall, yet nude from toes to face.
His thousand bloody scars made her skin crawl–
He heard Jane’s gasp, bellowed, and gave chase!

Jane dodged and weaved through the tower,
Evading the juggernaut’s lethal gaze.
Millions of impoverished viewers watched, 
Praying their savior could escape this maze.

But when an orange-rusted door was sundered,
Her opponent screamed of crushing the undead.
As his confused cries echoed, Jane wondered 
Just what Nemesis saw in his head….
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----
At last, Jane was trapped near a bottomless pit.
Panicked, she hid in a jingling pile of chains,
When Nemesis spotted her, though, 
His expression of Bliss blew millions of brains.

“My dragon!” he babbled. 
Two streams of joy flowed free.

“My brother?!” she gasped. 
“But, how can this be?!”

It was him! The sibling she had sought to save,
No longer the frail child Avalon took as a slave.
Then, unashamed, Jane wept for mankind.
The lords of Avalon had broken Bane’s mind.

With great effort, Bane’s thoughts became clear,
He said “Sister, please help me. Why am I here?”
Jane ripped off the chains and held him tight.
“You’re okay now, Bane, everything’ll be alright.”

“I remember the mines, Jane, laboring day after day,” 
Jane dropped Mercy to the floor in sorrow.
“My only hope came when I watched you play.” 
Jane vowed his masters wouldn’t see tomorrow.

“Guards came in my sleep. Then it gets blurry;
I was tied to a table….they told me not to worry.
Something I ate made me big and strong….
But the way I think now….everything’s wrong….”
 
Bane’s true senses began to dim;
In a moment, it would be unclear what he knew.
“It’s funny, Jane, this whole time, 
I thought it was I who was rescuing you-” 

Then he was gone.
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The tragic hero again stared at Jane, for
she was now his beloved dragon once more.
This hero grasped Mercy from the floor, 
and pressed the blade into his chest, mumbling, 
“The gods like to know they are the best.” 

Smiling softly, Bane fell backwards into the chasm below.
----

For we oppressed, 
Blinded by Avalon’s lies,
The injustice of Match Twenty 
Sparked millions to rise.

It is said Jane descended after Bane, 
And will defend his body till Avalon is gone.
The Black Tower is now Avalon’s palace 
to corruption and malice, but –with your help–
The Dragons of Bane will seize it ere long.

So remember the story of Jane, 
Let the anger and grief strengthen your belief
In Freedom, in America; 
That brilliant flame shall burn again.

~By Tyler Gamba
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~By Delfina Picchio
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AT THE BOTTOM OF THE RARITAN
at the bottom of the raritan
river where I go sometimes to walk
along the banks when I am sad or
feel like thinking too much where
it looks like a van gogh in
the rain and the sky in the sun
 there are rocks and secrets
and bones of minutemen and
as I look down and see myself I
want to mingle limbs with the men
who followed hamilton into the abyss
for the new world called america 
and they had wives
and lovers
and they crossed the icy river
for their wives
and lovers 
and america 
but you wouldn’t cross the river
for me in fact you wouldn’t
even cross yourself
 you were scared
and went with your gut
and ran
when I needed you most
ran
because I needed you most
 sometimes I
think I’d like to see your bones
with the rest of them
at the bottom of the river
but I can cross myself
and I do
cause I would have
crossed the river
for you.

~By Melanie Chambers

~By Savvas Kyriacou
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lightning bugs
We spent that summer
sleeping inside tents
admiring the geometry
of such a tiny little place

watching bug-beings being
little pesky warriors,
battling to break into
our honest modest sanctuary

or when we were so high
we thoughts the tent vents
were just clever hidden portals
to an alternate suburbia

and I laughed the hardest
spitting lemon seeds out of iced tea
into ripped paper bags
because I knew you were
the only one watching.
~By Fil Wojcik

~By Melissa Castro
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her skin of diamonds
 litters in the light.
eyes of burning sun
pierce the night. 
she lives on the shore 
where the shells wash up.
cracked, they sometimes cut her up.  

the palm tree moves 
with the beat of the wind, 
and with her body as she gets high.  

high,
higher,
the highest. 
higher than the sky 
where our dreams persist.  

bodies of mist, and sleet, and rain 
block the sun rays, 
but she floats high with the stars unafraid,
far past her memories
of taking savage beauties,
and mending broken bodies.
  
boundaries of truth drift in the air, 
shielding her secrets,
kissing her hair. 
she stays high 
not wanting to come down, 
in resentment of the love
that she never found.
because no one was ever home,
no one was on the phone;
the only magic she ever felt
was the haunting of alone.

 when she is back in this world, 
you won’t find her in the blue of the ocean 
or the green of the leaves. 

but a California queen 
with her un-tamed heart,
re-scarred, unscarred, powerful.

California Girl 

~By Nikko Espina
20



~By Melissa Castro 21



~By Ed Weisgerber

~By Melissa Castro
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[remember] Summertime Picnics and 
Sunday Brunches
...and on this Day, God made twenty-six Angels

It’s true

Screams
Blood splattering
Across crayon-colored
Pictures and
Crude paintings
Of holiday cheer

 Spilling
Like fresh paint
From their pale corpses

Staining again
Spoiled linoleum

The subsequent media storm
 Was torrential
Blind white lightning
And flash floods
Rush forth

Screens
And subwoofers
 Are
  Not
   Safe

Investigations and accusations
And affirmations of faith and good intentions

All posted precariously
Upon the hallowed
Walls
 of Facebook

Nothing

In the background I sit
Shell-shocked; fried
And conveniently numb

While the tv silently blares

Staring through a sandwich
Of whole wheat
And dry tuna

Suffering halfheartedly

Sorrows
Of soldiers
Unseen

Breaking news and serial dramas
Keep us tuned in

Our lives
 playing out

Within the confines
Of the venerated
Boob tube

Somehow
Ceasing to care

People killing themselves
Somewhere
Leaping off of buildings

People killing people
There
Emptying clips
Into classrooms full
Of untapped potential

Fuck.

~By Aiden Ardine
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Anatomic Radiation

In the will I left 
I named you as the beneficiary of
my spiral-bound spine,

heir to the words 
that stacked my structure 
please excuse the scoliosis.

Written into my phalanges 
are all the times I held on 
and at the end of my humerus 
you can find the run-un laughs with their relative clauses that chased themselves 
around my pelvis and made me lose my 
breath.
Mandible - etched with conversations I planned to have, 
Zygomatic - pinched when the words would not stop flowing 
Femur - strongest bone in my body, still stretching with curiosity. 

At times I didn’t know 
my own bones were broken 
until they started to set wrong
so I broke again and waited…
see?

Sticks and stones will break my bones but words…
No, don’t accept that bullshit 
growing pains came with abandon
ache after ache
how heavy it was to be grounded -
I did not always have 
good posture. 

I’ve seen phrases like suicide bombers, 
no trace of them left after massacring others, 
slurs – repurposed shrapnel.
What was left, they entitled 
the canon. 
There were heaps of notebooks piled high like dead bodies,
try to picture: 
words shattered, stress fractures,
punctured holes in lungs, speech killed by friendly fire. 24



Truth is…
they shot a little girl in the head
because she dared
to write her own back bone.

My neighbor came home with a cane – 
he has a stump where he used to scrawl his strength.
He says:
torn out pages
are the worst phantom limbs. 

What are wars for but
hollowing  your chest cavity,
burn victims are opportunities
to graft on their words
in a color more appealing.

Beware the virus known as silence,
cancer eating away at anthems carefully crafted,
politicians spewing brittle paragraphs
to long lines at clinics
sold as cancer treatments.

Sticks and stones will break my bones and words…
words will build me. 
Here, have some poetry, 
cauterize your wounds.

This clavicle is a script of bearing and hope.
These metatarsals measured meter in haikus - 
I was proud to stand for something.
Please, leaf through my ribs, thumb over my vertebrae.
Careful when you dog-ear my scapula; it tickles.

This is your estate.
Recognize the rigor of my cranium,
the strength of marrow stanzas,
Read cerebrospinal fluid sonnets, 
celebrate cracked patellas.

Honor your inheritance – 
write your own calcium and neurons.

~By Maggie Woodruff 25



Iambic 9 Poetry 

a golden particle hanging in pink.

skin flush, salivating mouth. lightning strikes tree.
blood blush like strawberries. stealing christmas
trees from a snow storm. tires slip on soggy
grey streets. bright lights, brass horns and
heavy strings.

rain falls silent. porches and rocking chairs,
wicker. weathered, dusty skin. toxicity bleeds
dry from these feeble fingers. at the mercy of
the felled train, impotence made manifest. heart
clutches blood soaked hand. razor blades.

meow. head throbs. childhood ghost stories,
lurking in shadows and corners. hallucinating
green cats. ceiling lights are bright. swirling
stars look pretty from below. grooving on alien
beats and angel harmonies. superstition makes
a man humble.

i am not man.

i am were-child.

the skull’s porcelain interior.

~By Aiden Ardine 
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Desire, I Want
I want:
someone who feels the curves of my soul
who understands the clay from which it came
who sees it glazed, raw, wet, cold,
dry, in the nude, smooth, refined,
hot,
fresh from the kiln,
someone who looks at my heart as a sculpture,
who sees that desire can exist
in shades aside from red.
I want:
to be held and to hold,
under the covers,
safe from the cold,
someone who loves me bare beneath my clothes,
who in darkness at last lets me be;
someone between the sheets,
into whose crannies I can exhale my fears.
I want:
to be pink,
to express uncorrupted;
the second split between here and gone again
just one single person
who can inspire just one single moment,
just once.
I want:
lips against my lips in the City of Jasmine,
like a wall
leaping up to meet a wrecking ball,
to give way and to take,
someone to make me shake
someone to help me burn and melt and fold,
for sparks to feel and fly,
for me to be steel,
for me to end oxidized.
I want:
to be held against a wall,
for Damascus to fall,
for cardinal moments beyond my words,
but within my lexicon. 28



I want:
someone
lips and eyes and sighs and soul
to accept matter for matter,
whatever state it’s in.
I want:
not to feel like a sin.

~By Rachelle Adlerman

~By Melissa Castro
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Drain Fly

 That Colt was sitting on the floor under all those books. There in the aisle 
between science fiction and horror fiction. It was the section full of books of odd 
genre. There on the ground he had a view of the legs that walked by. From their feet 
up to where their hips stabbed out, he observed. Didn’t matter as much what was 
on top. In this part of the library farthest away from the medical books he thought 
about his insides. There’s something in there besides guts and bones. He took out 
a book from the wall behind him. In it he traced the symbol with his finger. Circles 
overlapping and lines piercing through them. Back when, Colt and Bernard would 
come to the library after school. They chose a book and took out what they had, 
mostly just new hair back then, and stuck it in. Closed the book and pulled it out. 
Books took on a different meaning now. 
 They were internal. He had the legs for the rest. There on that carpeted floor 
made up of flowers the book closed. He turned to the stack and the space where it 
would fit in. The hole went through to what seemed to be the other side. But it was 
darker and the carpet looked dirty. It could have not been the other side at all, but the 
backs of the books on the other shelf. In fact there was no movement, no fluttering 
shadows or bending of light, it was just an image. The heater kicked on sending a 
tear through the fabric of the library. The vacuum in which the library existed nearly 
collapsed sending all the books, legs, and librarian spectacles out into space. 
 Colt fit the book back into place. Down and to the left all the way until there 
was no where to go was the boy’s room. The light came on when the door opened. 
The first stall was closed though there didn’t seem to be anyone in it. The next had 
been soiled, the bowl splattered and the walls hit with a splatter. The farthest stall 
was fine though the toilet was warm. Marks on the wall had been painted over but 
not well enough. There was a feeling of seclusion, the kind only felt in a library 
bathroom stall or in the middle of the forest. One of the doors opened but that was 
it, no footsteps. He took out a pen from his dropped pants. On the wall he traced the 
symbol from the book. The overlapping circles, not perfect, but enclose, pierced by 
a pyramid encased in a cube. The sink water wouldn’t get hot. In the mirror the first 
stall door was open. A coat was hanging on the inside. Colt dug through the pocket 
and pulled out a ring. Inside the glass ball atop the band a fly was suspended. A 
drain fly. He put it on. There happened to be no toilet in the stall just a hole in the 
ground. 
 The heat had quit roaring but the vents were clicking. A monotonous ticking 
off beat like a moth hitting a light bulb. There was no legs in sight, no librarians with 
their glasses dangling to reflect their cleavage, not even any old men creeping the 
history section. They always walk up and down in their bathrobes reaching for books 
on the town’s history, like this town was special, as if it needed a whole book on it. 
Back in the section between science fiction and horror fiction where there were books 
of odd genre, the book of symbols was back on the ground. Colt went to put it back. 
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But in the space where left for it, the other side had become more visible, the shadows 
more contrasting and the carpet more defined. The flowers were now the interlocking 
circles of the symbol. It still seemed so still. Then a flicker, a blinking of an eye 
without blinking. More a skip of film, or a passing of legs in front of a lens. Colt slid 
the book in. 
 On the other side, where the science fiction books where stacked, there was 
no such image. The carpet was the same and the light above as illuminating. Only a 
stain on the floor was unique. A stain that didn’t have a color of its own but instead 
changed the color of the carpet. One that seemed to had oozed from the books. Above 
where it would have came from was an out of place book. History of Your Town 
protruded. Colt leafed through it until a piece of paper fell out. A picture of two 
native Indians. They sat in front of a rock which rose from the ground. Colt knew of 
this rock, now covered in graffiti. The caption read “Certain sacred places allowed 
the seer to transcend this world becoming aware of the other that exists along side it”. 
Colt headed for the history section which was a little too close to the medical books. 
Legs stuck out from the aisle. The feet bare. The urge to touch was met with the fear 
of what owned the legs. As his eyes crept up the less human they became. When the 
top half became visible it was apparent that whatever was attached to the hips was 
not human indeed. Not anything describable even. 
 He ran. Through the stacks he headed for the exit but the aisles kept repeating. 
On each side of him medical journals were stacked. He kept running but the journal 
got fatter and the flowers on the carpet decayed into overlapping circles. A buzzing 
sound grew and Colt turned the corner faced by a hole in the ground. Like the one in 
the stall only with an inside of crawling flesh. The ring on his finger burst, and the fly 
fell and limped to the hole. He reached for it not wanting to crush it. He wanted to 
give the ring to his sister. He wanted to make her feel better. The fly flew up between 
his fingers. 
 The heat kicked back on. A book was open upside down on the carpet, The 
flowers now growing from it. Reaching in to his jacket he pulled out a ring. A 
beautiful ring of cheep metal. It felt smooth but tasted sour. Colt put the thing in the 
book, some science fiction book that didn’t do anything for him. Nearly broke the 
binding trying to jam it closed. The stack shook as he shoved in into its place. Screw 
it. Who ever picks up this book be it some crumby person or a librarian, the one with 
the nice legs and small feet, they could have it. It didn’t fit her anymore anyway. 

~By Michael Madden
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Donkey

o  I have a strange attachment to the word “donkey”. It’s not even the animal I am 
interested in. Just the word is attached like a donkey tail is attached to empty air. 
“Think of a random word, Hovey” someone would say, and the donkey tail would 
dangle and tickle my brain, daring me to say the word. I’d resist and say something 
else, but just because I ignore it does not mean it does not exist.
o  Pen in hand, paper below. Donkey is all that’s wrote. Equus Asinus. The scientific 
name. It’s where “ass” comes from.
o  To call it heartbreak, is hilarious. It’s funny, because it’s so cheesy, so unreal. It 
exists only in movies and books, right? Heartbreak is not a real thing, is it? I’m such 
an asshole.
o  There is a strange resemblance. “Donkey” and “monkey” share the same endings, 
though different beginnings. I care not for monkeys, just donkeys. The first three 
letters of “donkey” is “don”. “Don” as in “lord”, the honorific for noblemen of Iberia, 
Italy, and Latin America. 
o  Assholes. Big gaping assholes. It’s right there on my screen. I’m watching the news.
o  Who knew she could be such a wolf. Planning, formulating, hunting. Making me 
say such ridiculous things. I knew the answer, I didn’t have to say it. It could have 
remained a sweet thought, but now it’s a bitter memory.
o  Today I wrote “donkey” in the train. I can see the world go by. A blur. The donkey 
is but a blur, but I can see the donkey with clarity. If I just concentrate on the donkey.
o  Today I wrote “Hovey”. See the resemblance? Maybe I am obsessed with “donkey” 
only because my secret obsession is actually with me. It’s a reflection of my vanity 
and narcissism, but it also makes plenty of sense. I think me. I know me. I care me. I 
engage in intimate relations. With. Me.
o  When a person loses their limb. They can’t feel the pain, due to the adrenaline. 
They scream at the unreal scene before them. The real pain begins in the hospital 
when they can feel it.
o  Saw a donkey today. Actually I saw a horse. A horse disguised as a donkey.
o  Made my first confession. And received my first rejection. I opened a notebook, 
drew a circle, and wrote donkey within this circle.
o  Where is the liver? Where are the donkeys? Where am I? I think. I think I am sick. I 
am really sick. So and very, sick. I am dying, the question is not when, but how. 
o  The last three words of donkey is “key” as in the key to the door. If you rearrange 
it, it becomes “kye” as in the character I created in my youth.
o  Don Kye
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o  Perhaps it is me; I am about “donkey”. Have I ever truly thought how others felt? 
Do I really live in a plane of existence where others live too? I am a selfish dumbass.
o  At night there are a couple of obnoxious folk hawing and braying. They never seem 
to shut up nor care for the people sleeping in the buildings around them. Jackasses.
o  Crap. Donkey crap. I can smell it, but it’s actually horse shit. Horse shit disguised as 
donkey crap.
o  Sometimes I walk down the hall, and I look at the walls in my peripheral vision. 
And once I reach the end I’d like to look back, and then I would walk back, because I 
can’t stay there forever. 

~By Hovey Li

~By Melissa Castro
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Serials
This is our serials section, where all our recurring stories are. Read on and 

be at the edge of your seat...until next issue! 

Missed a month? Want to see more? Visit theimaginate.com 

When Bandersnatch crashes the fashion show, Madeline, Mark, and Marianne decide to take 
him down—with some not-so-wanted help from fellow intern Kennet. But when Kennet 
becomes trapped in spider junk and Marianne goes to find backup, Madeline and Mark are 
forced to confront Bandersnatch on their own, which results in the thief not only getting away 
with White Rabbit’s gloves, but knocking Mark unconscious as well. Will Madeline ever be 
able to stop this mysterious thief? And just what does Bandersnatch want with gloves?

 Scarlet Red, the Queen of Hearts, wiped the last of her makeup off her face. The 
middle-aged redhead sat before a large, heart-shaped mirror dressed in a simple pink 
robe, taking care not to make eye contact with her bed.
 Her bed. It used to be their bed. Scarlet shook her head. Her husband Ruben’s 
death had been years ago, so why was she still upset about it? There was nothing she 
could have done to stop it—
 A guard barged into the queen’s room with a cry of “Your Highness!”
 Scarlet jolted, then glared at the man. “How dare you barge into the room of 
your queen like that!” 
 “My apologies, your majesty, but you must see this!”
 The guard snatched the remote on her drawer top, then pressed its largest 
button. The mirror’s reflection revealed the image of a harried reporter standing in 
front of what looked like White Rabbit Studios in Verna City.
 “…we have just received word that Bandersnatch has fled the scene with the 
fashion designer White Rabbit’s gloves. The show had been disrupted by mechanical 
spiders that transformed into cages upon contact with people, creating chaos for 
police on the scene…”
 Scarlet’s fists clenched as she tried to take a deep breath. That boy again. What 
did he want? The queen hadn’t been surprised when he had stolen the Gryphon’s 
Wing, but what use did he have for gloves? And why did he announce his crimes 
before committing them? Out of arrogance? To humiliate her police forces, to 
humiliate her? 34
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Enough is enough. “Guard, summon the members of the Intelligence Department. We 
need to take care of this pest immediately.”
 The guard bowed, “Yes, your Highness,” before running out of the room. 
Scarlet turned back to the television-mirror, recalling the report she’d read when the 
thief had stolen the Wing. Blonde hair…and blue eyes…
Just who are you Bandersnatch…and are you working for the Card Players?

-----------------------
“He vanished?” Chief Rogers of Verna City inquired.
 He and Chief Walker, who had hurried to the city the minute she had heard 
about the theft stood behind the man’s desk, while Madeline and Mark stood before 
them. Thankfully, Mark hadn’t been struck by a powerful electric current, so he was 
free to leave the hospital once he woke up—something that made Madeline more 
relieved than she thought it would.
 “Yes, sir,” Madeline replied, “Just as I was summoning Raven’s Wings.”
 “But there’s no such thing as a Magipon that can make someone vanish,” 
Walker said, “No one’s ever succeeded in making such a thing…”
 “I know,” the redhead answered.
 “He really did have blue eyes…” Mark murmured.
 “What?” Walker asked as she, Rogers, and Madeline turned to the brunette.
He trembled, his eyes wide when he looked up to face the three of them. “Madeline 
was right. Bandersnatch…he really did have blonde hair and blue eyes…”
 The police chiefs paled. Madeline fought a smug grin. She knew she should 
have been frightened—Bandersnatch’s appearance clearly indicated that he was an 
Outsider, which meant that the Shield could be breached. There could have been 
more of Bandersnatch’s kind, living amongst the populace, plotting Gods-knew-
what…
But she couldn’t help the giddiness that spread through her. She had been right all 
along; she’d actually been useful. And the fact that Bandersnatch was an Outsider 
made capturing him even more important. She’d be much more than redeemed if she 
caught him now.
 After a long silence, Rogers said, “…I see. Thank you for your report, Hattersly 
and Harrison. We’ll see to it that this reaches the Queen and go from there.”
 “Chiefs, if Bandersnatch continues to steal things in the future—” Madeline 
began.
 “No, Hattersly. You will not be involved in future operations against 
Bandersnatch,” Walker snapped.
 “Why not? If tonight has been any indication, I’m more than capable—”
 “We don’t know what he’s capable of, Hattersly, or even what he wants with 
the things he’s stolen, with you. I told you already: he’s dangerous.”
Madeline scowled. What would it take to prove to these people that she could take 
Bandersnatch down? 35



 “Now, if there aren’t any more questions, you two are dismissed. The last train 
is coming soon.”
Madeline huffed and stormed off, a shaken Mark close behind. Once the sound of 
their footsteps were gone, Chief Walker whirled around to face Chief Rogers, her 
gray eyes wide and her lips stretched thin in horror.
 “You don’t really think…?”
Rogers sighed, running his hand through his purple hair. “I don’t know. There’s too 
many questions here: why is he stealing these things? What is he going to use them 
for? Why is he announcing his crimes? Who is he?”
 “Maybe…maybe he wants to sell them for money?” Walker said, trying to calm 
herself down. Just because Bandersnatch was an Outsider, it didn’t mean he was 
planning anything large-scale…right?
 “Maybe. I mean, he hasn’t destroyed anything or attacked anyone, so he can’t 
possibly be…”
 “Yes, he can’t possibly be with them.”

~By Lisa Ankrah 
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 When Alexandra wakes, she is lying on the warm sands of a foreign beach, 
still in her brine-and-blood-drenched armor. She attempts to raise herself from the 
ground, and pain flares across her body. She looks out into the ocean, struggling 
through blurred vision to spot a serpentine form on the horizon, but all she can see is 
the rolling of waves onto shore. Looking out into the sea, she is almost lulled back to 
unconsciousness by the water’s rhythmic motion. 
 The sound of shuffling sand rips her away from her daze. She struggles to turn 
and realizes she is not alone. A woman lies beside her, tall and dark skinned, with 
long black hair whose ends curl themselves around her neck and shoulders. There is a 
trail of dried blood leading from the sea towards her body, and the sand is displaced 
as if it had been slithered on. Alexandra musters her strength and crawls along the 
ground towards the woman, gritting her teeth. Reaching out a hand towards her 
head, she turns the woman’s face towards herself, revealing a gash along her cheek. 
She pries open her mouth, and her nostrils recoil at the smell of old blood from 
within. Her tongue is severed. 
 The woman, feeling the rough handling of her face, begins to open her eyes, 
just as Alexandra’s begin to close as she succumbs to the pain of movement. For a 
moment their stares meet, both of them filled with shock. 
 The next time Alexandra wakes it is to tied wrists and rough arms tightly 
gripping her body. Her vision still foggy, she can barely make out the figures of 
men around her, shouting loudly at one another, carrying bound women like her 
or dragging along people in chains. Adrenaline suddenly rushing through her 
body, her vision begins to clear and the pain around her body numbs as she spots 
a sword sheathed at the hip of her captor, a tall bald brute clad in leather, whose 
attention is turned towards her opened eyes. He opens his mouth in a wicked smile 
to reveal yellowed teeth, and he speaks words in a language she does not speak. She 
understands regardless. 
 The slavers carry her and what she makes out to be a dozen or so fellow victims 
through a rough path cut through jungle growth. At last they reach an encampment, 
its perimeter marked by iron stakes impaled into the ground. Several patchwork 
tents made of animal hides are within it. She and the others are tossed into a shallow 
pit dug into the ground, watched by two men with swords drawn. The rest of them 
gather around a fire at the camp’s center, where they bicker over scraps of food and 
ale. 

The Serpent and the Knight
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 Lying on the ground her hands tied behind her back, Alexandra meticulously 
rubs the thick ropes binding her wrists against the edges of the armor covering her 
back, slowly enough that her captors do not notice her struggling. The other captives, 
most of them wearing ragged cloth, and some of them linked to one another by metal 
chains, are covered in bruises and cuts, and seem to make no effort to struggle, some 
only crying silently. She wears down the rope over the next hour, but it is does not 
loosen around her. Her pain having returned and now even more intense, her spirit is 
near breaking. Then, a man screams.
 She cannot move herself into a position to see what has happened from within 
the pit, but the guards that watched them had turned their backs and were now 
and rushed out of her sight. She resumes scraping the rope, now frantically and 
without subtlety, until with a final burst of strength she tears them just enough that 
she can pry out her wrists. With her arms free, she cuts at the bindings around her 
ankles with the pointed metal at her elbows, cutting them quickly. Fighting through 
exhaustion and a wracking pain that almost causes her to vomit, she stands up to see 
several violently torn bodies scattered around the camp’s fire, and the remaining men 
forming a circle around a figure. A figure she recognized. The woman on the beach.

~By Lucas Schraier 
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Hey Buddy!

It’s good to see you again. We’ve had some crazy times in the 
past, and I’m so glad to see that you’re alright after all these 
years. Do you remember when... oh that’s right, you wouldn’t. 
That was when you you split up from the rest of the gang. You 
wanted to sit and stare at a piece of notebook paper. I bet you 
never even wrote on the thing. 

No, that’s not you at all. You would never just leave something 
without your mark on it. Just fill up single millimeter of white 
nothingness will color. Anything that you couldn’t color, you 
would just write. Write anything and everything that you’ve 
always wanted to say but couldn’t. 

I’m sorry that I was a little angry at you before. I didn’t mean 
it. Maybe you’re onto something with that little notebook you 
carry around with you. Maybe there is something special about 
marking up a piece of paper. 

And maybe I’ll give it a try.
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